
DATA SHEET
Product Code: 222-014

Dimensions

Diamter 42mm

Height 20mm

Shaft 1/4 inch

Technical InformationTechnical InformationTechnical InformationTechnical Information

Phenolic and Forest Product Resin Division

Moulding Compounds

Density * (23 °C) 1,42

Apparent density (moulding compounds) 0,58

Injection - Moulding shrinkage

Injection - Post shrinkage

Compression - Moulding shrinkage 0,5

Compression - Post shrinkage 0,4

Tensile strength * (5mm/min) 50

Tensile modulus * (1mm/min)

Compressive strength (test specimen flat tested) 250

Flexural strength (2mm/min) 100

Flexural modulus 8.500

Charpy impact strength * (23 °C) 7,0

Charpy notched impact strength * (23 °C) 1,8

Ball indentation hardness (H961/30)

Temp. of deflection under load. HDT C-8,0MPa * 125

Surface resistivity * 1E+10

Volume resistivity * 1E+11

Dissipation factor * (100 Hz) 0,3

Relative permittivity * (100 Hz) 10,0

Electric strength * (1mm thickness) 23,0

Proof tracking index * (Test liquid A) 125

Flammability UL 94 V-1 / 1,5mm (ALL)

V-0 / 3,0mm (ALL)

Water absorption (24h / 23°C) 75
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Property:

Phenolic moulding compound, mainly organically filled, standard moulding compound for normal stress, UL 
listed moulding compound 1.5 mm / V-1 (ALL), 3.0 mm / V-0 (ALL), standardized moulding compound.

Mouldings of all kinds from screw caps to large casings, electrical installation material, handle casings 
(bars), pan handles, operating elements, toaster parts and pistons for braking power energizers, carbon 
brush holders, lamp casing parts, decor items, ashtrays.
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Product oriented characteristics: HDT-A 170°C

2 years

Storage capabilityStorage capabilityStorage capabilityStorage capability















PF 31-9005-P 1Bakelite

(relative humidity of 50 - 60 % and maximum storage temperature of approximate 20°C)

In the process of international testing system harmonization, the national standards previously used are being increasingly replaced by ISO (DIN EN ISO) standards. All information, 

recommendations and suggestions offered by Momentive Specia lty Chemicals GmbH, whether orally, in written form or in a database, are provided to the best of our knowledge and belief. 

However, they may not be construed as legally binding statements and do not represent e ither express or implic it assurances, or a guarantee of specific properties. The data parameters stated 

for products are specific values that may also be found in our technical information leaflets, and like these do not represent the basis of e ither a guarantee or specification. The same applies 

analogously to the data parameters stated for examples of cured binder systems; these represent analytical results and are only intended to simplify advance selection of the individual 

components of a binder. This information, these recommendations and suggestions describe our products and possible applications in general or exemplary terms, but do not refer to specific 

cases. 
Changes in the data parameters, texts and illustrations can result from the constant process of technical development and improvement of our products; possible changes are not specia lly 

mentioned in the text. Our support does not free the customer from the obligation to conduct its own review of our current informational literature, in particular our product data sheets, safety 

data sheets and our technical information leaflets. The customer must carry out tests of our products on its own responsibility to determine their suitability for the intended process and uses, as 

well as to establish whether their processing characteristics are appropriate in a specific case, since the technical uses of our products are numerous and can vary widely in a specific instance. 

Therefore, such factors do not fa ll within our control, and are the exclusive responsibility of the customer. I f a specific assurance of data parameters should be required, an appropriate 

agreement must be reached to this effect. Any applicable patents, existing laws and regulations must be observed by the customer or user of our products on its own responsibility. This 

publication does not represent a license, nor does it intend to infringe or encourage infringement of any type of patent. Note: this edition voids and replaces all previous publications on the 

pertinent subject.
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RS, Professionally Approved Products, gives you professional quality parts across all products categories. Our range has
been testified by engineers as giving comparable quality to that of the leading brands without paying a premium price.
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